Jackge project
whitepaper

Decentralized safe haven
cryptocurrency

Smart contract
total supply: 1 billion
why just 1 billion?
We want give the best value possible to the
coins.
This supply allows more stability and growing
possibilities.
Jackge is a decentralized deflationary smart
contract that applies 5% fee to every
transaction.
This percentage is splitted in this way:
♢ 3% automatically burn
♢ 2% goes in the liquidity pool

Jackge token
at the start we will not renounce the ownership of
the coin, because we want to decrease the fees in
order to go on various exchanges.
We will renounce the ownership only once that is
done.
Our smart contract is created for the purpose of
decreasing the supply over time thanks to its hyper
deflation.
At every transaction the 3% will be send to a burn
address.
This will allow to increase more liquidity pool at
every transaction, that creates a support floor in
the coin.
There will be a manual burn for a number of holders
achieved.
For every 1000 holders will be burned 1% of the coin,
until we reach the 20% of the total supply.

tokenomics
the tokenomics are slipped in this way:
♢45% presale liquidity pool
♢20% burn (1% every 1000 holders)
♢5% team wallet
♢9% exchanges/marketing
♢1% airdrop
♢20% reserve locked for 1 year

community
we want to be the most transparent as
possibile with all of you, we thrive to
create a big community that helps each
other.
For us the idea of creating a strong
community is the most important thing and
the most iconic goal we can reach with
jackge.
While we continue to build our goals,
there will be constant transparency with
the whole community.
The social media in use are: twitter,
telegram, instagram,
jackge team, will often create contest to
win a baggy of jackge.
the contests will be focused on how much
can you spam jackge, or make the best
video, or the best meme.
the jackge user that reach the most like
win.

Roadmap
q3 2021:
-team creation
-refine social medias
-deploying smart contract
-website creation

q4 2021:
-hard marketing
-listing on coinhunt, coinsniper etc..
-improve graphic content
-presale on dxsale

q1 2022:
-Token launch on pancakeswap
-coinmarketcap and coingecko listing
-designate influencer ambassador
-JACKge meme contest
-listing minor exchanges

q2 2022:
-jackge (jkge) airdrop
-listing on major exchanges
-big partnership
-constant marketing
-big meme contest between influencers

q3 2022:
-binance listing
-jackge demo videogame
-elon musk forget doge

